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PHOTOGRAPHS SHOW BERLIN DAMAGE

On the night of March 1 our bombers made a heavy attack on Berlin and our crews

reported seeing "a vast area of the city thick with innumerable fires," There is now

xroof from photographs that the raid was, indeed, one of the most successful that

Bomber Command has ever made on the German capital.

Since then two more heavy raids have been made.

Photographs taken at various tines since the raid on March 1 reveal that much of

the damage was caused by fire, and the devastation was mostly concentrated in districts

west and southwest of the centre of. the city. In all, some thirty factories were

damaged during the attack. Most significant of this industrial devastation is, perhaps,
the destruction of the railway repair shops adjoining the Tempelhof marshalling yards,
where large workshops have been destroyed over an area of twenty-two acres.

Two big factories making wireless sets, the Telefunken and Blaupunkt Werke, have

been severely damaged, as well as two branches of the Askania Werke, makers of optical
and precision instruments.

Among other firms whose workshops and offices have been damaged are two which

made telephone equipment, a plant making roller bearings, and another making fire-

control apparatus.

A detailed interpretation of the photographs shows that at the Telefunken factory
- the full name is the Telefunken Ges. Fur Drahtlose Telegraphic - the main building

was destroyed for a length of three hundred feet and the wings damaged by blast. A

large building, 400 by 80 feet, was badly damaged by high explosives, and six other

buildings were destroyed by fire,

At the Blaupunkt Werke about two thirds of the main workshop were gutted; the

works canteen was half destroyed, and two or three sheds in the storeyards gutted.

The roof of a large building, which was probably connected with the works power station,
was burnt off.

There was a good deal of damage at the motor repair factory of the Auto-Union

A.G,, where workshops and office buildings on both sides of Paulsborner Strasse were

destroyed or seriously damaged over an area of five acres.

At the firm of L, Loewe A.G., makers of fire control apparatus, over 6,000 square

feet of the roof of a building has been stripped, A second building was almost

completely gutted and a third partly gutted.

The firm of Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz A.G,, engine repairers, has had its main shed

destroyed over an area of 8,000 square feet. Another shop has been completely

destroyed. The firm making roller bearings was the Deutsche Timken, where the main

workshop was burnt cut over an area of nearly 9,000 square feet. Four* workshops at

the Reich's Telegrafen Zeugant were completely destroyed. At the lorry repair factory

of G. Lindner A. G,, a workshop was destroyed, two other buildings were gutted, and

another large workshop was badly damaged by fire.

The chemical factory of H. Schwartzkopf had a wing of its main building partly
demolished by a direct hit and two sheds destroyed. Three acres of the storey,ard of

P. Holzmann, A.G,, building contractors, were devastated. Troitsch A,3,, rope

manufacturers, had a large building destroyed by fire along a length of nearly 700 feet.

/Two main
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Two main workshops "belonging to Krupp-Drucken Mueller unci 0, Spater, constructional

engineers, have had their roofs damaged, The coachhuilding firm of R, Mueller unci

G, Engler have lost five workshops by fire and materials in their storeyard have been

damaged. Workshops at Luchterhand Prey tag, which is a ccachwcrk factory, have been

gutted over an area of 85,000 square feet. The Askania .Werke A.G, lost two workshops*
one measured 200 by 70 feet and the other 100-by-30 feet, iron foundry belonging
to the Huttenwerke has been damaged by fire over an area of nearly 5,000 square feet.

The. top storey of a large building belonging to F.A.M.0., automobile engineers,
has been damaged- by fire over an area of 30,000 square feet, Daimler Benz A.G, had

been extending their engineering works and a wing of one of their large new buildings
was badly damaged by fire, Siemens Apparate U, Maschinen, makers of aircraft

instruments, have had a workshop half destroyed by fire. -

Many warehouses and store sheds have been destroyed in the suburban districts

of Berlin, Large warehouses in the inland clocks at the Hafenwest have been burnt

out by fire or demolished by high explosives. Stores of timber and other materials

have been wiped out In other parts of the city.

Besides the destruction of a number of huts in several workers’ camps, many

barrack huts and store sheds which were being used by the military were destroyed.

Barracks in the Lankwitz district were badly damaged,
*

Although railway communications appear to have been, interrupted only in one

place by a> direct hit on the tracks, platforms at the Zehlendorf Mitte station and

railway buildings at the Lankwitz and Anhalter stations were damaged. At Schoeneberg,

an underground railway depot was partly gutted.

Apart from all this damage, great numbers of offices in the large blocks which

are a characteristic of Berlin have been'destroyed or very seriously damaged.
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